DOUG’S

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING!

Before we begin… LET’S EXPLORE WHAT IS ON THIS DISC.
CARDS (require PDF reader).
A sheet of cards for each preposition. Each sheet includes 10 pictures and a symbol picture. Also included
include is a black
shape and a Doug to cut out. Use this to place on the black shape to demonstrate the concept you are teaching.
A sheet of Symbols and Words. This page contains a card showing each symbol and also a card showing
showin the written
word. The card, “Doug is”, can be used to construct sentence starters such as: “Doug is on…”

VIDEOS (require a media player such as QuickTime )
TM

A video for each preposition. Each contains a narration.

PICTURES (JPEG images).
A folder of pictures for each preposition. These can be enlarged to make flashcards of any size or can be inserted into
custom-made slideshows.
A folder of symbols representing each preposition
preposition. These can be used on communication boards or enlarged to make
A4 sized posters.

SLIDESHOWS (open with PDF reader or Microsoft PowerPoint).
Four Slideshows. Three slideshows contrast two prepositions; behind vs. in front of, in vs. on and under vs. next to.
The “Mixed” Slideshow show a mix of all prepositions in random order.
You can easily make more slideshows using the JPEG images in the Pictures folder.

ACTIVITIES (Require PDF Reader).
Doug Parts Dress up as Doug!

Doug and Flies A song activity.

Doug’s Balls Have fun hiding Doug’s balls.

Mixed Preposition Bingo. Cards & four bingo sheets.

Scenes Can be used as colour-ins, for pasting or in barrier games.

SIGNS (Require PDF Reader).
A page of Auslan signs for all the preposit
prepositions plus “where” and “dog”.

RECORDING SHEETS (Open with Microsoft Word or PDF reader).
Sheets for recording progress. An example sheet with instructions is also included.
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NOW LET’S BEGIN THE PROGRAM!
Before Doug can help you teach about prepositions, it is important that the
teacher understands exactly what a preposition is…
What is a PREPOSITION?
Prepositions are a class
of words that always
come before a noun
(object). They specify
the relationship between
that noun and other
words in the sentence.
They cannot stand alone.

Examples of Prepositions: Doug the Dog © teaches prepositions that relate to location: “in”, “on”,
“under”, “next to” (“beside”), “behind” and “in front of”. There are other prepositions also, such as
“to” and “through” although Doug the Dog © is not interested in these.
Beware: Some words look like prepositions but are actually acting as the particle in a verb phrase. For
example: “Doug puts on his diamond-studded collar for special occasions.” “Doug likes to sleep in on
Sunday mornings.” “Doug always throws up when he chews on a rotten bone.” In these sentences, the
words are NOT prepositions. They do not have to be followed by a noun as in “Doug couldn’t catch the
cat so he gave up”. In this program, you are encouraged to model and stress examples of prepositions in
everyday play and conversation to assist in generalization. Be careful not to stress the “up”, “in”, “on”
in verb phrases such as above.

When should I expect a child to develop prepositions in their language? A child
must first have a good understanding of a preposition before they can use it correctly in their speech. In
the early days, understanding is often reliant upon the following noun. For example, children would find
it easier to comprehend “in” when used in relation to a bag, because you don’t usually put things “on
the bag”or “under the bag”. Therefore, common expressions such as “on the swing” or “in the car”may
emerge in speech before the prepositions are truly mastered across different contexts.
Have a think also about the way a young child learns language; it is often in relation to themselves.
Children love to hide behind objects and being small, are often crawling under things. A young learner
may therefore learn to understand “under” and “behind” in relation to where they are located, but it
may not be until some time later that they can understand a sentence like “Get teddy. He’s behind the
couch.”
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Washington and Naremore (1978) felt that “in”, “on” and “under”” were easier to understand than
“behind”, “beside” and “in
in front of
of”. They explained that these latter prepositions rely on the ability of
a child to perceive the front or side of the object, both of which can change depending on
o where the
child is positioned (perspective). In teaching these latter prepositions, Doug the Dog tries to illustrate
objects with an obvious side or front to make early understanding easier.
The precise order of development is not known for prepositio
prepositions
ns and variation may occur between
children, however Roger
oger Brown (1973) in his study of child language noted that “in”” and “on”
“
were
mastered (used correctly 90% of the time) between 27 months and 30 months. By school-entry
school
most
children have mastered all of Doug the Dog’s prepositions in their speech (Owens, 1996).

In what order should I teacch
h the prepositions? There is no set order, however if you were
to mirror normal child development, you could begin with “in”, “on” and “under”. Start by introducing
one preposition, but it is a good idea to introduce and study another soon after. This way, you can be
really sure that the child is learning the concepts rather than just “parroting” the responses. Including
two then three then four prepositions in activities is a great way to really check that a child is able to use
a variety of prepositions.
A Word on Teaching About “In”
When teaching about “in”, you may encounter
some children who are quit
quite rigid in their
perception of what “in” means. Some children
learn that “in” refers to something like a bucket,
or container where things are placed in from the
top. They may struggle to see that “in” also refers to Doug in his kennel or
Doug in bed. When
n using the Auslan sign for “in” move your hands in the direction of the item moving
into the object. For example, the “in” sign for “in a bucket” would have the left hand on the side and the
right hand moving downwards, whereas the “in” sign for kennel wo
would
uld be with your left hand acting as
the roof of the kennel and your right hand moving under it. This “directional nature” of sign language
can help children see how the concepts represented by prepositions are quite flexible.

How do I start using the program?
Let’s say you are teaching the preposition “in”. Here’s what you need to prepare…
1. Learn the sign.
2. Print out two sets of IN cards along with another single set (maybe ON or BEHIND) for
contrasting.
3. Cut up the IN cards and your contrast set. From the IN card sheet, cut out the little Doug. You
will see there is also an empty black shape. You’ll need this too.
4. Print out a large IN symbol. (See PICTURES – SYMBOLS)
5. Print out the SYMBOLS and WORDS pag
page and put aside the IN symbol and the word “in”.
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6. Gather together some objects with which you can demonstrate the concept of “in”. Choose
different types of objects to show how the concept can vary. (For example: an envelope, a little
house, a lunchbox, a vase). Also, find a quirky little subject – maybe a little plastic toy or you
could make Doug from some modelling clay!

Now it’s time for learning!
1. Show the symbol card and do the Auslan sign as you explain that today you are learning about the
word “in”. Show the word card too. (Never underestimate a young learner’s ability to learn to recognize
written words. This can be a real strength for some children).
2. Show the child the subject that you are going to put “in” things. Say clearly “The toy is in the box….
now the toy is in the envelope…” Ask the child to put the toy in something and then say the sentence.
3. Now show the little cut-out of Doug and get the child to place it “in there”(as you point to the empty
black shape). Say “Well done! You put Doug in there!” Whenever you can, pair the word “in” with the
Auslan sign. This activity is a quick demonstration of moving from three dimensional to two dimensional
representations.
4. Now take out the IN cards and go through them. Alternatively, you can watch the IN video (You will
need to open the video in a media player on your computer). You will notice that the video is very slow.
It is intended to be interactive. The child should be encouraged to answer the question “Where’s
Doug?” If the child is not able to answer, listen to the answer, pause the video and get them to repeat.
5. Look at the slideshow that contrasts “in” with another preposition. See if the young learner can
express when Doug is “in” something (versus “on” something).
6. You can now put out a mix of cards – some IN cards and some ON cards (from your contrasting set).
Lay then face-up. Show the symbols card and say “Let’s find all the pictures where Doug is IN
something.” The child should be able to find the IN cards and stack them next to the symbols card.)
Make note whether the child is able to use the “in”phrase expressively as they find each card.
7. You can also play games such as Memory with your two sets of IN cards.
After you have had at least some success with the first preposition, introduce the next one. When you
have worked on two or more prepositions, you can start to combine sets of cards for Memory, or you
can lay out several similar cards and ask the child to retrieve “Doug is on the bed” (where there is also a
picture of Doug in bed), At this point, you can test whether the child is truly understanding the
preposition.
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When you have introduced all the prepositions, you can look at the MIXED PREPOSITIONS
cards and the MIXED slideshow. See if the child can differentiate between each preposition receptively
and also expressively.
activities. (Instructions are included within each file).
Att this point, you can complete a number of activities
1. Doug’s Balls.
2. Scenes.
3. Mixed Preposition Bingo.
Note : You can also use the Scenes pictures and also Doug’s Balls to play barrier games.
Barrier games involve both “players” having a copy of the
same scene and being separated by a barrier. Each player
also has a puppy, a bone, a ball, a kitten and a boot. One
player goes first. They place all their items on their scene.
They are “the speaker”. They mustt say where each item is.
(eg. “The kitten is on the sandcastle”). The other player is
“the listener” and they must try and make their scene the
same by listening to the instructions. When the instructions
are complete, the barrier is withdrawn and the pos
positions of
each item checked. Players then swap. Barrier games can also be done with two identical sets of objects
(2 containers, 2 buttons, 2 rocks, 2 cups etc…)
etc…).
For many more barrier games see “My First Barrier Games”© www.pelicantalk.com.

4. Doug’s Parts.
Young children enjoy this. You can cut out the ears, and the
medallion for the collar and staple it to a red ring of card that
goes around a child’s neck. Now that the child is transformed
into Doug, give them instructions such as “Get in the box” or
“Get behind the box.” Remember that when the child is
moving themselves around, this can create quite a different
experience to when they are observing items in relation to
other objects. For this reason, this activity
vity is a good one.
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5. Doug and Flies.
Cut out Doug and the flies and laminate them.
Put some little balls of Blu-Tak TM on the back of the flies. This can be a receptive or an expressive task
and it’s a great one for grouptime.. Give out the flies and get a child to either a) listen to your instruction
(eg. “Put the fly under Doug’s tail”), or b) explain where they are going to put the fly (eg. “On
“O his nose”).
Stick the fly on the picture and sing the song (to the tune of Littl
Little Peter Rabbit).
“Little Doug the doggy had a fly under his tail
Little Doug the doggy had a fly under his tail
Little Doug the doggy had a fly under his tail
And he flipped it and he flopped
lopped it and the fly flew away
away!”

* With all great learning, make su
sure
re that people living and working with the child are aware of their
current language goals, so they can reinforce, model and praise as necessary.

* Use your imagination in teaching prepositions! There are no set rules how to use the pictures,
activity sheets
ets and videos. Adapt your teaching to the child’s learning style. The JPEG images can be
used to make a range of games, posters or slideshows.

Keeping a Record.
See the documents, Recording Sheets in the Recording Results folder. There is a PDF document that you
can print or you can use the word document on the computer. See “Record Sheet Example” for
recording tips.

What sort of errors might occur and what should I do about them?
Child says “in kennel” rather than “in the kennel”. Don’t worry too much about this! We are targeting
the correct preposition. Simply repeat back to the child something like: “ In the kennel! Great! Doug is
in the kennel.” You will notice
tice that some of the words say “in the” and some say “in a. We are not
teaching or testing articles (the, a).
Child says “up the cupboard” for “on the cupboard”. This is a common error with young learners
particularly when the item, being on something, iiss above their heads. Simply say “Yes, he’s up, on the
cupboard. He’s on the cupboard,” stressing the word “on” and using the Auslan sign each time you say
“on”. You can even take out the symbol card that says ““on”,
”, read it, and then repeat your sentence,
pointing to the card as you say “on.”
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Child says “hind” for “behind” or “side” for “beside”. These are probably errors of syllable deletion,
meaning the weak syllable is not said. These children probably say “puter” for “computer” and “tainer”
for “container”
iner” too. This is not an error of understanding or choosing the right word, just an error of
speech production. Show the symbol card and tell the child that you are going to practise saying the
words. Clap each time you say the syllables (be
(be-hind, be-side).
e). Now change your claps and use the
correct rhythm, stressing the second syllables (be-hind, be-side).
Child says “at front of” for “in front of”. Acknowledge that the words are tricky to say. Look at the
symbol card and say each word as you touch each word. Get
the child to copy.
Child says “under kennel” for “in the kennel”
kennel”. See the notes
on the previous page. This may be a conceptual error. In fact,
some responses are open to your own judgment as to whether
they would suffice as being correct. A child may say “next to the
tree” when another would say “under the tree”. If it describes
Doug’s position sufficiently, then it’s correct!
Child says the preposition only “Doug is on”. Remember that
prepositions are always followed by a noun. “On there” is better than “Doug is on.” If a child does not
finish with a noun, simply ask them “Doug is on…what?” and see if they can fill in the answer. If not,
simply model back “Doug is on the box… on the box.”

What can I send home?
If you have purchased the CD, you can print out and send for
home practice any of the games, cards or activities. You can
also copy the videos, but remind families that they are for
playing on a computer, not a DVD player.

Enjoy Doug the Dog

©

!

For support, please email lucia@pelicantalk.com
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